Prologue {#s0001}
========

*There are these two young fish swimming along, and they happen to meet an older fish swimming the other way, who nods at them and says, "Morning boys. How's the water?" And the two young fish swim on for a bit, and then eventually one of them looks over at the other and goes, "What the hell is water?"* (*David Foster Wallace).*\[[@C1]\]

Introduction {#s0002}
============

In primary care, our work is to diagnose and treat patients. We use focussed questions and provide targeted treatment; we prescribe drugs, we give injections, we propose referrals. This is the core of what we have learned when we qualified as general practitioners (GPs), and this toolbox has brought us great success. However, we tend to forget that each treatment is conducted in a specific context.

As the fish may forget the importance of the water, we may forget the role of the context in which our activities take place. Think about the context in the GP's consultation room or the context around a surgical procedure, for instance an arthroscopy.\[[@C2]\] Here, we shall define context as the strength of the relation in the meeting between the doctor and the patient, and the environment in which specific interventions are applied to the patients. Thus, by context, we mean the doctor--patient relation, the different rituals around treatment and the total environment surrounding the doctor--patient encounter.\[[@C3],[@C4]\]

Context has received increasing attention over the last decades. For example, Di Blasi et al. concluded 15 years ago that "one relatively consistent finding is that physicians who adopt a warm, friendly and reassuring manner are more effective than those who keep consultations formal and do not offer reassurance".\[[@C5]\] Likewise, in the field of psychotherapy, Wampold showed that contextual factors such as empathy, alliance, collaboration and goal consensus often exceeded the effects of the specific ingredients of treatments.\[[@C6]\]

Our initial interest for performing the current analysis was sparked by the emerging evidence of the importance of context, particularly from placebo--nocebo research. Although this new evidence may have great importance in clinical general practice, the results from this line of research tend to go unnoticed; this is probably because placebo use is often linked with deception,\[[@C7]\] because of the confusion around the concepts placebo and placebo effects and because the role of placebo is generally restricted to randomized controlled trials as a means to control for bias.\[[@C8]\]

We have known for a long time that symptoms can be alleviated by drugs, for instance pain killers. The new research shows that symptoms, which are always processed emotionally and/or cognitively before they are perceived, can also be heavily modified by the context around the treatment. The effect of context often exceeds the effect of the specific treatment, and a recent meta-analysis suggests that both context and specific effects should be reported in future clinical trials on symptom alleviation.\[[@C9]\] Another important new finding is that the effect of the context can be seen in different types of brain scans, and we now know that the effect is mediated through biomedical processes and transmitters in the brain.\[[@C8]\] Context is not deception; the biomedical effect is now well proven.

We will here present important findings from recent research in this field and discuss their usefulness in different phases and aspects of the primary care consultation. These findings are based on a search of the literature with the text words "placebo" and "nocebo". This yield of this search was enriched with articles found by checking references of retrieved publications.

Results {#s0003}
=======

Ensuring a supportive atmosphere {#s0004}
--------------------------------

Placebo research has contributed significantly in evidencing the impact of the atmosphere in the clinical consultation. A randomized controlled trial, including 262 adult patients with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), compared patients allocated to the waiting list with two other groups of patients; both groups were treated with sham acupuncture.\[[@C10]\] In the first group (limited interaction), the therapist carried out the procedure in limited interaction with the patients; the therapist introduced himself shortly, stated that "he knew what to do" and that he had been "instructed not to converse with patients". He placed the sham needles (blinded for the patient, who was unaware that it was not real acupuncture) and left the room for 20 min. In the other group (augmented interaction), the therapist discussed symptoms and consequences of IBS with patients and did so in a warm, friendly and emphatic manner while providing positive expectations about the results of the procedure. The patients in the augmented interaction group scored better on all outcomes. For example, 62% experienced adequate relief compared to 44% in the limited interaction group and 28% in the waiting list group.

Several studies have compared the effect of sham acupuncture with real acupuncture, including traditional Chinese acupuncture.\[[@C11]\] In general, they all conclude that symptoms are alleviated, but no difference is found between real and sham acupuncture; this indicates that it is the acupuncture ritual that mediates the effect, and this effect can be seen in brain scans.\[[@C8]\] Similar results have been demonstrated in a randomized controlled trial (RCT) including 77 rheumatoid arthritis patients. This RCT showed that homeopathic consultations, but not homeopathic remedies, were effective in improving pain management, objectively assessed swollen joint count and mood.\[[@C12]\] Homoeopathic consultations were highly patient-centred and individualized, and patients had ample time to discuss relevant issues.

This is in line with what is generally witnessed by experienced clinicians in general practice: a warm, friendly and empathic attitude and a professional behaviour around procedures is not only important during the consultation; it is also crucial in the first contact with the practice as this contact may be determinant for the success or failure of an encounter and the patient's perceived outcome of treatment.

Being positive {#s0005}
==============

Expectation is considered to be one of the main mechanisms by which the placebo effect exerts its influence. Already in 1987, Thomas showed that a "positive consultation", that is, the patient has been given a firm diagnosis and been told that s/he would be better in a few days, effectively influenced the outcome.\[[@C13]\] In a study of the effectiveness of acupuncture in 455 patients with osteoarthritis of the knee, patients in the high expectations group (therapist saying, "I think this will work for you") had significant improvements in pain and satisfaction compared with patients in the neutral expectations group (therapist saying, "It may or may not work for you" or "It really depends on the patient").\[[@C14]\] A meta-analysis of 27 studies confirmed the effectiveness of raising expectations on pain relief.\[[@C15]\] It showed that verbal suggestions ("This treatment is effective") have a significant and large effect (effect size: 0.75) on patients' pain relief. Recent research has even shown that pain alleviation during surgical procedures, such as arthroscopy for arthrosis, is largely a context-mediated effect connected to expectation and the treatment ritual.\[[@C2]\]

Being positive and raising positive expectations is important during the consultation when the GP discusses the prognosis with the patient and when s/he prescribes medication. Obviously, in daily practice, it is not always possible to be positive, but GPs should be aware of when to be positive and to use this awareness consciously.

Analogous to the findings that positive expectations give better outcomes (placebo effect), negative expectations tend to result in worse outcomes (nocebo effect). In a study with 22 healthy volunteers, experimentally induced heath pain was blocked with a potent opioid agonist consisting of remifentanil in different expectancy conditions: no expectancy, positive expectancy (suggestion of analgesia) and negative expectancy (suggestion of hyperalgesia), all induced by verbal suggestions.\[[@C16]\] Positive expectancy enhanced (doubled) the analgesic effect, whereas participants in the negative expectancy group experienced no analgesic effect. Meta-analyses show that the magnitude of this nocebo effect in clinical practice is variable; sometimes small,\[[@C17]\] sometimes considerable (effect size: 0.62--1.03).\[[@C18]\]

These findings suggest that physicians may (possibly unknowingly) reduce the effect of their prescriptions by expressing doubt about the effectiveness of the medication.

Nocebo effects are frequently the unintended consequences of negative suggestions. Hauser provided an interesting list of short sentences with negative suggestions causing uncertainty ("This medication may help"), ambiguity ("We'll just finish you off" as preparation for surgery), emphasizing the negative ("That always hurts a lot"), focusing attention ("Are you feeling nauseous?") or ineffective negation and trivialization ("It's just going to bleed a bit"); sometimes the use of jargon provokes nocebo effects ("We looked for metastases -- the result was negative").\[[@C19]\]

The influence of positive and negative suggestions has been amply demonstrated in patients with pain. There are, however, indications that the placebo and nocebo effects induced by verbal suggestion also apply to patients with itch,\[[@C20]\] fatigue, nausea and hypokinesia in patients with Parkinson's disease.\[[@C8]\]

Giving information {#s0006}
==================

GPs often give information, for example about adverse effects or about expected pain, before a procedure involving injections. Many GPs perform minor surgical interventions, such as treatment of an ingrowing toenail or removal of a sebaceous cyst involving subcutaneous injection of a local anaesthetic. Most physicians will warn their patient just before the needle pierces the skin. But does this warning help patients? Is the phrase "You will feel a big bee sting; this is the worst part" a good one just before the local injection? Varelman tested this in 140 healthy pregnant women at term gestation requesting epidural anaesthesia. The women were randomized to a group receiving the "bee sting" phrase and a group being told that "we are giving you a local anaesthetic that will numb the area, and you will be comfortable during the procedure". The pain score immediately after the procedure was 5 (scale: 0--10) for the bee sting phrase and 3 for the gentler words (*p* \< 0.001).\[[@C21]\] Warning the patient for pain or other undesirable experiences and sympathizing with the patient during painful experiences does not -- contrary to common belief -- make patients feel better. Instead, patients are generally more distressed.\[[@C22]\]

Information about adverse effects of prescribed medicines is part of the regular consultation and considered necessary because the patient has the right to know. We consider this an element of good practice, but is it always appropriate? We may induce aggravated side effects of drugs by expressing concerns about side effects. It makes a difference when the GP says to patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia, "You will receive a drug with proven effectiveness" rather than "You will receive a drug with proven effectiveness; it sometimes has adverse effects, such as erectile dysfunction, decrease of libido or problems with ejaculation, but these side effects are rare". More than 40% of patients in the second group experienced side effects compared to 15% in the first group.\[[@C23]\] So, words do harm! Another example is from patients with unstable angina pectoris who were prescribed aspirin. In one centre, they received a leaflet without information about gastrointestinal side effects. In two centres, the leaflet contained information about gastrointestinal side effects of aspirin; for example, "Side effects are not anticipated beyond occasional gastrointestinal irritation". Significant differences were found between these groups. The frequency of major gastrointestinal side effects was not significantly different, but the frequency of minor gastrointestinal side effects was (16% in the no information group versus 44% in the information group). Moreover, the number of dropouts because of gastrointestinal side effects was six times higher in the information group.\[[@C24]\]

The decision of giving no information about side effects is a difficult one. There is substantial overlap between symptoms that are most commonly experienced in the community and symptoms that are most often reported as side effects.

The strength of the GP's focus on side effects in the conversation about proposed treatments heavily influences the degree of the perceived side effects in the patient.

Sharing decision-making {#s0007}
=======================

Although shared decision-making is undisputed in this era of patient-centred medicine, placebo--nocebo research provides additional evidence for why shared decision-making should be promoted. Involving patients in the decision-making may modify their expectations in a positive way, as also confirmed in a study by Bartley et al. \[[@C25]\] Sixty-one university students were randomly assigned to two groups: a choice group and a no-choice group. The participants were told that the purpose of the study was to examine the effectiveness of two types of beta-blocker medication on pre-examination anxiety called Muprolol and Metotrol; both were placebos. All participants obtained information on both types of beta-blockers concerning mechanism of action, effects on the body and potential side effects. All participants were then asked to indicate their preference for one of the two beta-blockers. After this procedure, the participants were randomized; participants in the choice group took their preferred beta-blocker, participants in the no-choice group were randomly assigned to a beta-blocker. Before the test procedure (i.e. three cognitive tests to simulate an exam), the researchers measured their pre-exam anxiety. After the test procedure, questionnaires were completed about physical symptoms, side effects and level of anxiety. Participants in the choice group had an increased placebo effect (greater heart rate reduction), whereas participants in the no-choice group had an increased nocebo effect (more side effects of the medication). This effect of choice on outcome is particularly relevant in people who desire control over treatment alternatives.\[[@C26]\]

These findings add evidence to the effectiveness of shared decision as a tool to raise better expectations and thereby promote better symptom relief. Yet, we should also realize that not every patient wants to be involved in the decision-making. Rather, forced involvement might introduce anxiety and nocebo effects.

Our understanding of the context may help us better understand and treat patients with medically unexplained symptoms (MUS), a group of patients which is often seen in general practice. The most severely affected MUS patients have many serious symptoms. A common hypothesis is that the handling in the brain of bodily sensations is disturbed in these patients and that biomedical processes in the brain enhance or diminish the perception of symptoms from the body.

The placebo--nocebo research shows that context can considerably modify symptom perception in the normal brain, but many questions still remain unanswered. Do patients with MUS have a disturbance in the brain processes that can be influenced by context effects? And does this serious disturbance impact the way the brain filters symptoms before they are perceived? We know that treatment of MUS aims at readjusting these processes.\[[@C27]\]

As stated earlier, we are now able to visualize the described medical placebo and nocebo effects by new types of brain scans. We also know more and more about the transmitters involved in the symptom-modifying processes, but a detailed description of the underlying biomedical mechanisms is outside the purpose of this paper.\[[@C3],[@C8]\]

Conclusions and implications {#s0008}
============================

The quality of the doctor--patient relations does matter. Words matter. Choices matter. Expectations matter. Atmosphere and behaviour matters. One could also say: context matters. Placebo--nocebo research provides strong evidence for this link.

The therapeutic context induces processes that enhance or reduce the effects on symptoms of our interventions (drugs, surgery or cognitive behavioural therapy).\[[@C4]\] We must learn to use this context consciously in daily general practice because it works as a drug with a strong influence on the magnitude of perceived symptoms and this "drug" has real effects and real side effects. Physicians using the context drug will be more effective in alleviating symptoms and motivating patients to rely on a beneficial natural course of many symptoms.\[[@C4]\]

The new research shows that it is due time to create a renaissance for the value of the personal doctor, who is well aware that s/he induces effects that can be biomedically detected and clinically measured. Placebo--nocebo research is context-based research,\[[@C4]\] and context is the water in which we administer specific treatments. We should be more aware of the quality of our water.
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